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Meet the Astronauts!
Katlyn Davis
President
Major: Elementary Education
Year: Junior
“I love NRHH because it gives me the
opportunity to give back in multiple ways and to
recognize those around me for all that they do!”
Favorite Planet: Saturn

Téa Wheat
VP of Strategic Communication
Major: Elementary Education
Year: Senior
“I love NRHH because it represents so many
things that I value- especially service and
recognition”

Favorite Planet: Neptune

Dakota Fields
Advisor
Complex Director
Loves Chickens
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Favorite Plant:
Earth

Our Space Expedition
Our mission as the Caroline Grote chapter of the
National Residence Hall Honorary is to provide
recognition for the members of NRHH, and the residents
and staff involved in the residence hall system at
Western Illinois University. We will strive to participate
in and provide service events for the campus community
and the surrounding areas. Additionally, we will work to
provide activities which encourage leadership qualities
in members and residents, and to provide opportunities,
guidance, and connections to the Western Illinois
University campus and surrounding community, and to
promote scholarship within our members.
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Astronauts and Aliens
The Caroline Grote Chapter of NRHH works hard to build
strong and lasting relationships with other housing-centered
organizations on campus such as Inner-Hall Council (IHC) and
Resident Assistant Council (RAC). Many of the members in
NRHH are also in IHC or RAC, which is another thing that
makes our chapter so special. Due to this and additional efforts
to form bonds, NRHH has very good relationships with the
other housing organizations on campus
Inner-hall Council is Western Illinois Universities version
of RHA, this is the hall government of all of the hall
governments, where all different complexs come together.
Our NRHH President acts as a liason, and attends IHC weekly.
The President then reports back to the NRHH members on
what is happening around campus and how we can get
involved. Resident Assistant Council is like hall government
for resident assistants. We have multiple members who also
attend RAC, and hence act as liasons between RAC and NRHH
as well.
In addition to attendence at these organizations meetings,
the Caroline Grote Chapter of NRHH also works diligantly to
get involved with IHC and RAC, and to invite them to join us for
events that we may be having as well.
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Space Leaders Service
Dodgeball for Diabetes
Each year the Caroline Grote Chapter of NRHH puts on a
Dodgeball Tournament. The tournament is called “Dodgeball for
Diabetes” because all proceeds from the event go to research
for Juvinile Diabetes.
Dodgeball for Diabetes teams are 3-6 people, and the cost to
play is $30 per team
This year, NRHH increased the attendence at this event
immensely, with triple the numbers from past years.
Changes made to Dodgeball for Diabetes included a new
bracket system, new prizes, and more engagement in the Greek
Life community.
Feedback from the event was very positive, and we were able to
donate money to Juvinile Diabetes Research!
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Space Leaders Service
New Life for Old Bags
New Life for Old Bags was a service event organized by our
VP of Community Service and Outreach. Over the span of 5
months our chapter collected and counted plastic bags to
be used on the day of this program.
On the day of the event, more bags came in, and so there
were stations. One station counted bags, one cut the bags
into loops, another made “plarn” (plastic yarn), and the final
station worked on weaving the plarn into sleeping mats for
those in need.

Overall, our chapter was able to collect over 5,000 plastic
bags to be recyled into sleeping mats for those in need.
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Rocketeer Recognition
The Caroline Grote Chapter of NRHH greatly values
recognition, and this can be seen through our actions.
One way that we work to recognize others is through
writing OTMs, one of the best ways to recognize
someone through and by NRHH.

Another way that we work to recognize outstanding
accomplishments is through writing Bids for our
university and individual students for conferences such
as IRHA, GLACURH, and NACURH.
Finally, we love to come up with our own fun and unique
ways to recognize others through things like giving out
candy bags to Ras, or making trail mix with thank you
notes for professional housing staff!
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Constructing the Rocket
Throughout the last year our chapter has worked exceptionally hard to
become bigger and better than ever before. We have worked hard on
recising out constitution, these revisions included an entire reconstructing
of the execuative board positions as well as changing the probation and
member removal process.
In addition to the revising of our constitution our chapter also created a 3
year plan, which included goals such as branding and making our presence
known on campus. So far, we have participated in events such as Neck Up
the Square and the Activities Fair to get our name out there, we even created
a brochure with additional information about NRHH and what we stand for.

This academic year, our chapter meetings have also seen a complete
rennovation. Our meetigns previously were just normal meetings with
general NRHH updates, now our meetings have not only gone paperless, but
also focus significatly on recognition and service. For example, one meeting
will focus on a service activity and the next will focus solely on recognition.
Our chapter is also creating a more formal education process that includes
“Big Diamonds” and “Little Diamonds” to create a mentorship between
NRHH members.
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Off to Outer Space- IRHA!
The Illinois Residence Hall Association is our States residence life
leadership conference. At the past IRHA conference, we had 9
NRHH members attend. Many of these members presented
programs that won “Top 10 Programs”, and another NRHH member
was at the conference serving on the IRHA executive board as the
Coordinator of Information and Technology Services.
Western’s delegation submitted over 5 bids for IRHA 2020, and
won 6 awards in total, not including the “Top 10 Programs”
Additionally, two members of our chapter went above and beyond,
and made a bid to host the IRHA 2020 conference.
(And here we are today!)
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Off to Outer Space- GLACURH!
This past GLACURH out of the Western Illinois University
delegation, we had the honor of 3 of our members attending
the conference! We bid for 6 awards, and won 2 of them!
This year at GLACURH RLC, our chapter won as Chapter of
the Year within the region! Another award we bid for,
President of the Year, also won at GLACURH 2019.
One of our members also received their 4-year service pin
this year at GLACURH 2019.
In addition to our attendance and presenting educational
sessions at the GLACURH RLC’s, we also consistently submit
OTMs to the region, and currently one of our members is
serving on the regional Philanthropy Engagement
Committee and will be presenting a GLACURH-U program at
GLACURH RBC.
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Off to Outer Space- NACURH!
This year, the Caroline Grote Chapter of NRHH had 2
members and our advisor attend NACURH.
In addition to attending the conference, Western Illinois
University also submitted a bid for NARCURH School of
the Year, due to regional support.
Our NRHH members that attended NACURH were superb
in learning things while at NACURH and bringing those
ideas back to our chapter. For example, the idea to
restructure meetings so that they are more fun, and that
they alternate between service and recognition.
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Gas for the Rocket- NRHH Budget
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Control Center Ready for Takeoff
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